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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let m be a fixed positive integer. We call a nonincreasing sequence 
p = (PI ,***, p,,,) of nonnegative integers withp, + ... + p, = m a descending 
partitioning of m. The classical theory of Alfred Young associates to each 
descending partitioning P of m an irreducible character {P} of the symmetric 
group S, on (I,..., m} (see, e.g. [2,4, 51). Suppose {l,..., m} is partitioned 
into sets Pi having cardinality pi , and U is the subgroup of S, which leaves 
each of the sets PI ,..., P, invariant. Then U is determined up to conjugacy 
by P. The permutation character d(P) = 12 of S, obtained by inducing 
the trivial character lU of U to S, is therefore uniquely determined by P. 
We call it the partition character of P. 
Consider the partial ordering ) of the set of descending partitionings of m 
given by Q j P whenever A(P) - A(Q) is zero or a proper character. The 
purpose of this note is to show that j is the dual of the partial ordering 
domination, 4, introduced by Snapper [6]. Domination is given by P CI Q 
whenever p, + ~~~+Pk<<41+ ... + qk for all K > 1. 
THEOREM. Suppose P and Q are descending partitionings of m having 
partition characters d(P) and O(Q) respectively. Then d(P) - d(Q) is zero OY 
a proper character i f f  P CI Q. 
Let ( , ) denote the usual inner product of characters of S, . Snapper 
[6, Theorem 9.11 proved that P Q Q whenever (d(P), (Q}) > 0, and 
conjectured that the converse is also true. This conjecture is correct and 
follows from our theorem. For if P 4 Q, then by the theorem, d(P) - d(Q) 
is zero or a proper character. In particular, (d(P) - d(Q),(Q)) > 0. Since 
(4QMQD = 1 (see e.g., 15, GWI), @(pMQD > 0. 
Proof of the conjecture is also implicit in results contained in Coleman 
[l, Theorem 171 and Robinson [S, e.g. (2.26)]. 
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Suppose first that d(P) - d(Q) is zero or a proper character of S, . Since 
(d(Q), (Q>) = 1 and, by assumption, (d(P) - O(Q), {Q>> > 0, we have 
(A(P), {Q>) > 0. Snapper’s theorem 9.1 [6] implies P Q Q. 
Since 1 is a transitive relation, the converse reduces to the special case 
P Q Q and P = S or S = Q whenever P Q S 4 Q. 
LEMMA 1. Let P = (p, ,.. ,, pm) and Q = (qI ,..,, q,,J be distinct descending 
partitionings of m such that P q Q and P = S or S = Q whenever P <1 S 4 Q. 
Then there exist integers a and b, with 1 < a < 6, such that qa = p, + 1, 
qb=pb-l,andq,=p,ifk#a,b. 
Proof. For m < 2 the result is trivial. 
Let P and Q satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. If P = (m - i, i, O,...) 
for some i > 0, the result again holds trivially, so we assume P has at least 
three nonzero terms. 
If  p, = q1 , we can delete the first term of P and Q to get partitionings 
P’ and Q’ of m - p, . I f  S’ is a partitioning of m -pi with P’ d S’ Q Q’, 
then P’ = S’ or S’ = Q’. The lemma holds for P’ and Q’ by induction on m, 
and therefore for P and Q as well. 
Suppose pi # qI . Let S be the partitioning (pr + 1, p, - 1, p, ,...) of m. 
Then P u S CI Q and P # S, so S = Q. This completes the proof. 
Partition {l,..., m> into sets Pi of cardinality pi and into sets Qi of cardinality 
qi such that Pi = Qi for i # a, b;Qa = {I,..., qa}; and Pb = {qa ,..., n}, where 
n = p, + p, = qa + q0 . Thus Qa u Qb = P, u Pb = (1,2 ,..., n>. 
We must deal with four new groups. Let U be the subgroup of S, which 
fixes each element of the set {Pa , PO} u (Ui+a,aPd). Then U fixes each integer 
n + I,..., m and permutes the elements of P, among themselves. Similarly, 
let V be the subgroup of S, which fixes each element of (Qa, Qb} u (Ui+a,bQi), 
and let H be the subgroup which fixes the elements of P, u Pb u {Pi : i # a, b}. 
Finally, let N be the subgroup of S, generated by U and V, and denote S, 
by M. 
The groups U and V each commute with H and intersect H trivially, so we 
have the direct products U x H, V x H, and N x H as subgroups of M. 
The theorem’s proof consists of writing down the definition of d(P), making 
several applications of the transitivity of induction, and applying our second 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2. If 0 --c i < n/2, then 
d(n - i, i) - d(n - i + 1, i - 1) = {n - i, i}. 
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Proof. See, e.g., [6, Section 91. 
Now d(P) = l& is equal to (lUxx) NXR M b the transitivity of induction. y 
We have ls”,z = (lUN) . (l#) = (lUN) * 1H by, e.g., [3, p. 170, Ex. 31. But 
lVN = d(p, ,pb), and by Lemma 2, 41% ,PJ = &, G) + {G, %,I. 
Therefore, 
We have just seen, however, that [d(qa , qb) * lHIM = d(Q), and [{qa , qb} . lHIM 
is a proper character of M. Thus d(P) - O(Q) is a proper character, and 
the proof is complete. 
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